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- WORKSHOPS  - BOOK, MATERIALS, AND EQUIPMENT EXHIBITS
- CAREER COUNSELLING SERVICES  - MODERN LANGUAGE FILM FESTIVAL

Make sure to plan ahead for the 1977 Northeast Conference and join the 3000 educators who will come to Washington, D.C., to see and hear the state of the art in foreign language teaching. In addition to the conference program you will receive a free copy of the 1977 NORTHEAST CONFERENCE REPORTS — the leading annual of foreign language teaching in the United States.

For all information, advance programs, and registration materials, write:

NORTHEAST CONFERENCE, BOX 823, MIDDLEBURY, VT 05753

TOTAL INFORMATION from
Language and Language Behavior Abstracts

Lengthy, informative English abstracts—regardless of source language—which include authors’ mailing addresses.
Complete indices—author name, book review, subject, and periodical sources at your fingertips.
Numerous advertisements for books and journals of interest to language practitioners.
NOW over 1200 periodicals searched from 40 countries—in 32 languages—from 23 disciplines.
Complete copy service for most articles.
ACCESS TO THE WORLD’S STUDIES ON LANGUAGE—IN ONE CONVENIENT PLACE!

What’s the alternative?
Time consuming manual search through dusty, incomplete archives.
Limited access to foreign and specialized sources.
Need for professional translations to remain informed.

Make sure YOU have access to
LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGE BEHAVIOR ABSTRACTS when you need it...
For complete information about current and back volumes, write to: P.O. Box 22206, San Diego, CA. 92122, USA.
CANCIONES DE ESPAÑA
four audiocassettes
to teach Spanish songs

Cassette 1: "Don Melitón" and
"Quisiera ser tan alta"

Cassette 2: "Tengo una muñeca"
and "El patio de mi casa"

Cassette 3: "El Señor Don Gato"

Cassette 4: "La pastora" and
part of "El Señor Don Gato"

Side 1 of each cassette contains commentary and songs by a native Spanish speaker. Students are invited to participate, and learn the songs line by line and verse by verse. Side 2 of each cassette contains the songs only. One guide accompanies each cassette.

Each cassette $7.50; series price $30. One set of guides for each cassette (25 copies) $2.00.

Order from:
INTERNATIONAL FILM BUREAU INC.
332 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60604

---

the modern language journal

stimulating articles pedagogical research reviews of textbooks and teaching aids useful bibliographies timely announcements current advertisements

Edited by Charles L. King, The University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado. Published by The National Federation of Modern Language Teachers Associations.

Six issues a year (September through April) . . . individual subscription $7.00, institutions and foreign subscriptions $8.00 (net in USA funds). Sample copy on request.

The Modern Language Journal
Wallace G. Klein, Business Manager
13149 Cannes Drive
St. Louis, Missouri 63141

"The outstanding journal of modern language teaching in the United States"
AVEDEXTERITY means BETTER QUALITY AUDIO SYSTEMS for...

FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT
Level II and Level III Labs.
Meets all requirements

BUSINESS EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Shorthand/Typing Skill-Building Lab.
FM Wireless or Wired

MUSIC DEPARTMENT
Music Appreciation—Mono/Stereo
Quality Listening with Headsets

LIBRARIES
Listening Center System for all
Tapes and Records

Avedex offers a wide range of skill-building Audio Systems. Let us help you plan a system to fit your requirement. Call us (312) 679-8210 or write for more information.

AVEDEX INCORPORATED

P. O. Box 184
Skokie, Illinois 60076
Language students often need individual attention from the teacher. Now there's patented MONI-COM II to help with classroom tutoring. An exclusive feature allows as many as 40 students per console to be monitored. Each student can be helped without embarrassment or disturbing others... even the student's program and responses can be recorded for playback. MONI-COM II broadcasts up to six different lessons at one time to students wearing 6-channel receiver/headsets with microphones. Because the system is wireless, there's unprecedented flexibility in room usage and seating. The compact 26” x 18” x 8” console is easily portable. For a free, no-obligation demonstration in your school, contact P/H Electronics... also manufacturers of 2 to 12-channel one-way wireless systems for the classroom and instructional media centers.

P/H ELECTRONICS
A Division of Duncan Electric Company
117 E. HELENA STREET, DAYTON, OHIO 45404
(513) 481-5898